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In this work, a systematic method using the theory of envelope to determine the geometry
of Geneva mechanisms with curved slots is presented. In addition, the undercutting as well
as double-point condition in the curve is investigated. The design charts free of undercut-
ting and double point are also plotted based on the input driving angle and offset angle. A
mock-up is built to demonstrate the feasibility and availability of the design theory.
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1. Introduction

Conventional Geneva mechanisms are commonly used as an indexing mechanism where an intermittent motion is
required. A particular feature of this mechanism is that for each number of stops, there is a particular motion period and
a corresponding motion law, whereas with a conventional cam mechanism there is virtually a free choice of motion period
and motion law. The design and manufacturing of a conventional Geneva mechanism is generally simple and inexpensive
because there is no specially curved profile on any of the components except straight lines and circular arcs. However,
due to the discontinuity of the acceleration at the beginning and ending positions, the shortcoming of using conventional
Geneva mechanisms is the large impact when the driving crank engages and disengages with the wheel slot. This feature,
together with high acceleration peak, particularly in those smaller numbers of stops makes the dynamic performance of
the mechanism inferior to that of a good standard cam mechanism. To improve the dynamic performance, several methods
have been proposed. Dijksman [1] used compound mechanisms to eliminate the non-zero accelerations at the initial and
ending stage. Fenton [2] also used Geneva mechanisms in series such that the motion of the last wheel accelerates and decel-
erates smoothly regardless of the motion status at the intermediate mechanisms. This method inevitably needs extra com-
ponents for the system. Another method proposed by Sadek et al. [3] and Cheng and Lin [4] was to employ certain damping
element in the mechanism to reduce the shock. Likewise, specially designed extra components are required for the mech-
anism. A third method performed by Fenton et al. [5] and Lee [6] was to change the geometry for the wheel slot. Curved slots
with designed motion law were applied as in the standard cam mechanisms. In this approach, the Geneva mechanism with
curved slots is basically thought of as an inverse cam mechanism. However, basic equations for the surface geometry of the
slots were not discussed in their work, resulting in unknown conditions for manufacturing, such as undercutting, double
point in the curve, etc. Figliolini and Angeles [7] studied the force transmission of the Geneva mechanism with curved slots.
. All rights reserved.
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Nomenclature

a distance between crank rotating centre and wheel rotating centre
b distance between crank rotating centre and roller centre
‘ base radius of the wheel
N number of stops
np

f common normal at the contact point
ri position vector of slot with respect to coordinate system i
ra radius of roller
Vp

i velocity of point p relative to coordinate system i
a surface parameter of roller
w pressure angle
hd crank angle
hd0 half of the range of crank angle
hoff offset angle
hw wheel angle
hw0 half of the index angle of wheel
h0w derivative of hw with respect to hd

x
ðwÞ
i angular velocity of wheel with respect to coordinate system i

xd angular speed of the driving crank
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Lee and Huang [8] derived the equation for the geometry of curved slots. Nonetheless, the undercutting condition for such
mechanism was not much addressed. In light of such necessity, the objective of this paper is aimed to investigate the geom-
etry characteristics when the slots are curved according to a motion law. Specifically, the mathematic equation for the
curved profile will be developed using the theory of envelope. The criteria for non-undercutting as well as double-point anal-
ysis for the curved slots will be studied. A mock-up is also designed and experimented according to the results of analysis.
This mock-up also demonstrates the feasibility and availability of the design theory.

2. Geometry design for the profile

In two-dimensional space, a family of regular planar curves can be represented in parametric form as
Plea
(200
rða; hÞ ¼ xða; hÞiþ yða; hÞj ð1Þ
where a and h denote independent parameters of the curves, and i and j are respectively the unit vectors of coordinates axes
x and y. The envelope of the family of planar curves is the simple and regular curve that is tangency with every curve of the
family. Thus, the envelope can be determined by the following equations [9,10]:
rða; hÞ ð2Þ

k� or
oh

� �
� or
oa
¼ 0 ð3Þ
when k is the unit vector of the z-axis which is perpendicular to the planar curves.
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Fig. 1. Geometry definition of the Geneva mechanism with curved slots.
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Fig. 1 shows the Geneva mechanism with curved slots. Assume the wheel has N identical and equally spaced curved slots
and the roller is of cylindrical shape. Symbols Of and O1 are respectively the centres of rotation of the wheel and the driving
crank. In the beginning, the roller engages with the slot at the point M. The distance between the wheel centre Of and roller
centre at the beginning entry point M, OfM, is denoted as the base radius of the wheel, ‘; the distance between two rotating
centres, OfO1, is denoted as a; and the distance between O1 and M is denoted as b. After time elapses, the crank drives the
wheel to a position where the roller centre comes to point C and M to G. Thus, the angular position of the crank, hd is the
angle measured from O1M to O1C while the angular position of the wheel hw is the angle from OfM to OfG. It can also be noted
that the geometric parameters of mechanism can be related as
Plea
(200
‘

sinðhd0Þ
¼ b

sinðhw0Þ
¼ a

sinðp� hd0 � hw0Þ
ð4Þ
where hw0 is half of the indexing angle and is equal to p/N, and hd0 is half of the crank driving angle. To obtain the envelope of
the locus of roller curves the coordinate systems are defined as: a coordinate system Xf–Of–Yf is attached to the fixed frame
with the origin located at the centre of rotation of the wheel and coordinate system X1–O1–Y1 is attached to the crank with
the origin located at the crank centre and X1 pointing away from the roller centre. Thus, the position vector of a point P on the
roller surface with respect to the fixed frame can be represented as
rp
f ¼ ½a� b cosðhd0 � hdÞ � ra cosðhd0 � hd þ aÞ;�b sinðhd0 � hdÞ � ra sinðhd0 � hd þ aÞ;0�T ð5Þ
where the subscript ‘f’ denotes the coordinate system in which the vector is represented, ra is the radius of roller and a is the
surface parameter of the roller. Since the envelope can be obtained from the locus of the roller, the positions of the roller
must be traced with respect to a fixed frame. This process can be done by kinematic inversion, i.e., first fixing the mechanism,
and then rotating the wheel and crank about the centre of wheel so that OfG is coincident with its initial position OfM. This
yields:
rp=o
f ¼ R � rp

f ð6:1Þ
where R ¼
cosðhwÞ sinðhwÞ 0
� sinðhwÞ cosðhwÞ 0

0 0 1

2
4

3
5 is the rotation matrix. After deploying, Eq. (6.1) becomes
rp=o
f ¼ ½a cosðhwÞ � b cosðhw þ hd � hd0Þ � ra cosðhw þ hd � hd0 � aÞ;�a sinðhwÞ þ b sinðhw þ hd � hd0Þ þ ra sinðhw

þ hd � hd0 � aÞ;0�T ð6:2Þ
Substituting the above equation into Eq. (3), and simplifying, yields:
k� orp=o
f

ohd

 !
� orp=o

f

oa
¼ k�

�a sinðhwÞh0w þ b sinðhw þ hd � hd0Þð1þ h0wÞ þ rað1þ h0wÞ sinðhw þ hd � hd0 � aÞ
�a cosðhwÞh0w þ b cosðhw þ hd � hd0Þð1þ h0wÞ þ rað1þ h0wÞ cosðhw þ hd � hd0 � aÞ

0

2
64

3
75

0
B@

1
CA

�
�ra sinðhw þ hd � hd0 � aÞ
�ra cosðhw þ hd � hd0 � aÞ

0

2
64

3
75 ¼ 0 ð7:1Þ
or
a ¼ tan�1½ah0w sinðhd0 � hdÞ=ðbð1þ h0wÞ � ah0w cosðhd0 � hdÞÞ� ð7:2Þ
where h0w is the derivative of hw with respect to hd. There are two solutions; that is if a = a* is a solution, a = p + a* is also a
solution. These two values correspond to two different points when the roller is in contact with the slot. Eq. (7.2) is also
called equation of meshing and is identical to the one derived by conjugate surface method [8]. From the above discussion,
it can be seen that the design parameters include geometric parameters (N, ‘, ra, hd0) and the motion law of wheel hw. Once
the design parameters are specified, the profile of the slots is determined by Eqs. (6.2) and (7.2).

2.1. Offset of the roller entry

If the design parameters, base radius of wheel, OfM(‘), and initial angle of the driving crank, hd0, are remained invariant,
the entry point that the roller engages with the wheel may be made an offset to its old point as shown in Fig. 2. As the roller
engages with the slot at a new point M0, the angle between the line OfM0 and the centre line OfO01 becomes (hw0 + hoff), where
hoff is called the offset angle included by OfM and OfM0 and O01 is the new crank rotating centre. As the crank finishes one cycle
motion, the roller exits from another exit point M00. The relations of new centre distance OfO01(a0), the new crank length
O1
0M0(b0) and the design parameters become
se cite this article in press as: J.-J. Lee, B.-H. Jan, Design of Geneva mechanisms with curved slots ..., Mech. Mach. Theory
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Fig. 2. Offset of the entry position.
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Plea
(200
a‘ ¼ ‘ sinðp� hd0 � hw0 � hoffÞ= sinðhd0Þ ð8:1Þ
b‘ ¼ ‘ sinðhw0 þ hoffÞ= sinðhd0Þ ð8:2Þ
where OfM0 = ‘. Thus, by replacing a with a0 and b with b0 in previous equations, the geometry of the slot with an offset can be
obtained. It is shown that this offset in profiles does not affect the motion characteristics, yet may yield singularities in
curves as will be discussed in the following section.

2.2. Pressure angle

The pressure angle is defined as the angle between the line of motion and the common normal to the profile. The pressure
angle is conventionally regarded as an important index for motion and force transmission. As shown in Fig. 2, the line of
motion of a contact point P on wheel can be regarded as the direction of the velocity of that point on wheel and is
Vp
f ¼ x

ðwÞ
f � Of P

¼ h0wxd½a sinðhwÞ � b sinðhw þ hd � hd0Þ � ra sinðhw þ hd � hd0 � aÞ; a cosðhwÞ � b cosðhw þ hd � hd0Þ
� ra cosðhw þ hd � hd0 � aÞ; 0�T ð9Þ
where x
ðwÞ
f is the angular velocity of wheel with respect to coordinate system Xf–Of–Yf. On the other hand, the common nor-

mal at the contact point is
np
f ¼ ½cosðhw þ hd � hd0 � aÞ;� sinðhw þ hd � hd0 � aÞ;0�T ð10Þ
Thus, the pressure angle can be calculated as the angle between the direction of the velocity of the contact point on wheel
and the direction of the common normal
cos w ¼ np
f � ðV

p
f =jV

p
f jÞ ð11:1Þ
Substituting Eqs. (9) and (10) into the above equation yields:
cos w ¼ ½a sinðhd0 � hd þ aÞ � b sinðaÞ�=½a2 þ b2 þ r2
a � 2ab cosðhd0 � hdÞ � 2ara cosðhd0 � hd þ aÞ þ 2bra cosðaÞ�1=2

ð11:2Þ

3. Criteria of undercutting

While machining the profile of slots, if a singular point exists on the envelope, then undercutting will occur. To develop
the undercutting condition, the method presented in Litvin [9,10] is utilized in this work. A necessary condition of existence
of singular points of the slot profile is
Vð1Þ þ Vð12Þ ¼ 0 ð12Þ
where V(1) denotes the velocity of the contact point on roller and V(12) is the relative velocity between the two contact points
at contact location. Eq. (12) also implies the following two determinants be equal to zero:
D1 ¼
oxð1Þ

1
oa �V ð12Þ

x1

fa � of
ohd

dhd
dt

������
������ ¼ 0 ð13:1Þ

D2 ¼
oyð1Þ1
oa �V ð12Þ

y1

fa � of
ohd

dhd
dt

������
������ ¼ 0 ð13:2Þ
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where (x1,y1) are the components of the position vector of the envelope, ðV ð12Þ
x1 ;V ð12Þ

y1 Þ are the components of the relative
velocity between the contact points, and f is the equation of meshing. Both velocity vectors are represented in the roller coor-
dinate system X1–O1–Y1. The relative velocity can be further derived from
Plea
(200
Vð12Þ
1 ¼ Vð1Þ1 � Vð2Þ1 ¼ x

ð1Þ
1 � r1 � x

ðwÞ
1 � Of P ¼ ðxð1Þ1 � x

ðwÞ
1 Þ � r1 þ x

ðwÞ
1 � O1Of ð14Þ
where x
ð1Þ
1 is the angular velocity of driving crank and
x
ð1Þ
1 ¼ �xdk1 ð15:1Þ

x
ðwÞ
1 ¼ xdh

0
wk1 ð15:2Þ

O1Of ¼ �a cosðhd0 � hdÞi1 þ a sinðhd0 � hdÞj1 ð15:3Þ
r1 ¼ ð�b� ra cosðaÞÞi1 � ra sinðaÞj1 ð15:4Þ
Substituting Eqs. (15.1)–(15.4) into Eq. (14), yields:
V ð12Þ
1x ¼ �rað1þ h0wÞxd sinðaÞ þ axdh

0
w sinðhd � hd0Þ ð16:1Þ

V ð12Þ
1y ¼ ð1þ h0wÞxdðbþ ra cosðaÞÞ � axdh

0
w cosðhd � hd0Þ ð16:2Þ
Again, substituting Eqs. (16.1), (16.2), (15.4), and (7.2) into Eq. (13.1) and (13.2), and rearranging, yields:
D1 ¼ ra sinðaÞ½ah00w sinðhd0 � hd þ aÞ � ah0w cosðhd0 � hd þ aÞ � bh00w sinðaÞ� � ½rað1þ h0wÞ sinðaÞ � ah0w sinðhd � hd0ÞÞ�
� ½½b cosðaÞð1þ h0wÞ � ah0w cosðhd0 � hd þ aÞ�� ¼ 0 ð17:1Þ

D2 ¼ �ra cosðaÞ½ah00w sinðhd0 � hd þ aÞ � ah0w cosðhd0 � hd þ aÞ � bh00w sinðaÞ� � ½�ðbþ ra cosðaÞÞð1þ h0wÞ
þ ah0w cosðhd � hd0ÞÞ� � ½½b cosðaÞð1þ h0wÞ � ah0w cosðhd0 � hd þ aÞ�� ¼ 0 ð17:2Þ
where h00w is the twice derivative of hw with respect to hd. Thus, according to the criteria of undercutting, the singularity of the
envelope exists when Eqs. (17.1) and (17.2) hold. The coordinates of the singular point can be obtained by solving the simul-
taneous equations, Eq. (7.2) and the following equation:
F1 ¼ D2
1 þ D2

2 ¼ 0 ð18Þ
3.1. Double points of the profile

The criteria of undercutting can be governed by Eqs. (18) and (7.2). However, a type of the profile that does not have
undercut may also yield impracticality in engineering. As shown in Fig. 3, the convex (inner) curve intersects itself and
the tangents have different slopes at intersection of which position is near by the roller entry and exit points during one cycle
motion. This profile has double-point or crunode. At a double-point, the roller may lose its contact with the slot wall and the
wheel will not be controlled by the crank.

Therefore, such designs should also be avoided. Although a sophisticated differential geometry can be applied to the anal-
ysis of double point, a simpler numerical approach to check if the double-point exists in the curve is adopted here. From Eq.
(6.2), let the x and y component of the position vector of the profile respectively be
xf ðhdÞ ¼a cosðhwÞ � b cosðhw þ hd � hd0Þ � ra cosðhw þ hd � hd0 � aÞ ð19:1Þ
yf ðhdÞ ¼ � a sinðhwÞ þ b sinðhw þ hd � hd0Þ þ ra sinðhw þ hd � hd0 � aÞ ð19:2Þ
Of O1 

double point

a

b

Fig. 3. Double point in the profile.
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The coordinate of the double point can be obtained by solving simultaneous equations, Eq. (7.2) and the following equation
via numerical method
Plea
(200
F2 ¼ ½xf ðhd1Þ � xf ðhd2Þ�2 þ ½yf ðhd1Þ � yf ðhd2Þ�2 ¼ 0 ð20Þ
where 0 6 hd1 6 hd0, and hd0 6 hd2 6 2hd0.

4. Numerical example and mock-up design

In this section, the influence of design parameters on the undercutting condition is investigated. According to the
undercutting criteria, Eq. (18), given the number of slots, base wheel length ‘, the roller radius ra, and half crank angle range
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Fig. 4. Undercutting existing range when hoff varies (N = 4, ra = 5 mm, ‘ = 70 mm, hd0 = 60�).
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Fig. 5. Singular points in the convex curve (N = 4, ra = 5 mm, ‘ = 70 mm, hoff = �12�, hd0 = 60�).
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Fig. 6. Undercutting existing range when base wheel length ‘ varies (N = 4, ra = 5 mm, hoff = 12�, hd0 = 45�).
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hd0, the undercutting may be realized. To illustrate the effects of the design parameters, we have used some numerical data
that can reveal unfavorable designs. For clarity, a four-slot wheel (N = 4) is to be designed using the cycloidal motion curve.
In the first example, the roller radius ra, base wheel length ‘, and half crank angle range hd0 are assumed as 5 mm, 70 mm,
and 60�, respectively. The offset angle hoff versus crank angle hd that results in undercutting can be obtained by solving Eqs.
(18) and (7.2) and is plotted as shown in Fig. 4. This plot gives us an overlook for the undercutting area when offset angle hoff

varies once the design parameters are given. To summarize from the numerical data, undercutting exist when hoff lies within
the following areas: hoff 6 �31.2�, �14.65� 6 hoff 6 �11.95�, �8.43� 6 hoff 6 �4.99� and 1.65� 6 hoff 6 1.77�. An example of
undercutting in the convex (inner) part of the slot is also demonstrated in Fig. 5 where hoff = �12� and is in accordance with
what Fig. 4 shows.
Of 

b'

O1'

Singular points

a'

Fig. 7. Singular points in the convex curve (N = 4, ra = 5 mm, ‘ = 35 mm, hoff = 12�, hd0 = 45�).
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The second example illustrates another undercutting situation when the base wheel length ‘ varies once the other design
parameters are given as hw0 = 45�, hd0 = 45�, hoff = 12�, and ra = 5 mm. Fig. 6 shows the undercutting area and Fig. 7 demon-
strates the singular points when the design parameters are chosen within the undercutting area in Fig. 6.

4.1. Double point

The double-point region can be analyzed using Eq. (20) via numerical method. Fig. 8 shows the search results of double-
point region when hoff varies providing other design parameters ‘ = 70 mm, ra=5 mm, and hd0 = 60� are the same as in the first
example. It can be observed that double-points exit in the following ranges: �1.29� 6 hoff 6 3.95� and �4� 6 hoff 6 �14.65�.
Fig. 9 also shows the existing of double points in design when the parameters are chosen within the double-point area in
Fig. 8. From the above discussion, it can be summarized from Figs. 4 and 8 that to design a Geneva mechanism with curved
slots for non-undercutting and double-point free, the offset value must be chosen other than the undercutting areas afore-
mentioned, that is, it must be chosen from the range �31.2� 6 hoff 6 �14.65�, �11.95� 6 hoff 6 �8.43�, �4.99� 6 hoff 6 �1.29�
and 3.95� 6 hoff.

4.2. Pressure angle

Fig. 10 shows the pressure angle w versus crank angle hd when the parameters are (N = 4, ra = 5 mm, ‘ = 70 mm, hd0 = 60�,
hoff = 12�). It can be seen that the pressure angle may reach 90� about at mid position during one cycle motion of the crank.
Yet, the wheel still can move at this position. Such behavior is contrary to the conventional cam mechanisms whose pressure
angle usually cannot exceed 45�. This is because for the curved slot the component of the contact force acting at the right-
angles to the direction of wheel motion is also very small at this transient position and hence induces very little friction in
the wheel bearing. Nonetheless, the wheel requires its own inertia momentum to pass through this transient position. A
mock-up has been built to demonstrate the feasibility and availability of the design theory. The design parameters are cho-
sen as N = 4, ‘ = 70 mm, ra=5 mm, hoff = 12�, and hd0 = 45�. A 3D solid modeling of the design (Fig. 11) was built to ensure the
Fig. 11. 3D solid modeling of the design.
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design parameters are manufacturable. Fig. 12 shows the embodiment of the design and its operation sequence. Note that
the posture in sequence c has pressure angle 90�.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, the profile of the curves for the Geneva mechanism with curved slots is designed by theory of envelope. The
mathematical expression in parametric form for the curves and equations of non-undercutting are derived. The criteria for
undercutting and double points in the design are also developed. Numerical examples have been performed to demonstrate
these effects on the design of mechanism. It is clear that the results of this work indicate the importance of parameters selec-
tion for the geometry of the slots and its subsequent manufacturing. Also, the results of this work can provide ground rules
for optimization work of the mechanism if necessary. It can be noted that this systematic procedure can be of practical value
to the design and manufacturing of Geneva mechanisms with curved slots.
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